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We present a method of encoding transfer
rules in a highly efficient packed structure us-
ing contextualized constraints (Maxwell and
Kaplan, 1991), an existing method of encod-
ing adopted from LFG parsing (Kaplan and
Bresnan, 1982; Bresnan, 2001; Dalrymple,
2001). The packed representation allows us to
encode O(2n) transfer rules in a single packed
representation only requiring O(n) storage
space. Besides reducing space requirements,
the representation also has a high impact on
the amount of time taken to load large num-
bers of transfer rules to memory with very
little trade-off in time needed to unpack the
rules. We include an experimental evaluation
which shows a considerable reduction in space
and time requirements for a large set of auto-
matically induced transfer rules by storing the
rules in the packed representation.
1 Introduction
Probabilistic Transfer-Based Machine Translation is
one of several current approaches to machine trans-
lation that combine data-driven statistical methods
with the use of linguistic information (Quirk et al.,
2005; Koehn and Hoang, 2007; Ding and Palmer,
2005; Charniak et al., 2003; Lavie, 2008; Riezler
and Maxwell, 2006; Bojar and Hajicˇ, 2008).
Traditionally, transfer rules were manually de-
veloped. Recently, methods of automatically in-
ducing transfer rules from bilingual corpora have
emerged (Hajicˇ et al., 2002; Eisner, 2003; Bojar and
Hajicˇ, 2008; Riezler and Maxwell, 2006). Acquiring
transfer rules automatically from bilingual corpora
has several advantages. One obvious advantage is
that automatic methods of rule induction are much
quicker than manual rule development. This means
that a much larger quantity of transfer rules can now
be produced.
Riezler and Maxwell (2006) use feature structures
of the Lexical Functional Grammar (LFG) formal-
ism (Kaplan and Bresnan, 1982; Bresnan, 2001;
Dalrymple, 2001) for deep transfer. They impose a
limit of a maximum of three primitive rules to con-
struct a complex rule 1. We believe removing arbi-
trary limits on the number of transfer rules induced
could result in improved translations, and therefore
we wish to induce as many different size rules as
possible from a pair of parsed training sentences 2.
Short rules 3 are needed for high coverage of un-
seen sentences, but where possible larger rules 4 are
preferred so as to increase the likelihood of a flu-
ent target language sentence (all other things being
equal).
Another issue for transfer rule induction is the
amount of linguistic information that should be kept
in the transfer rules. We would like to investigate the
effects of keeping all or most of the linguistic infor-
mation in the rules. If we both increase the number
of induced rules and increase the amount of infor-
1Riezler and Maxwell (2006) construct primitive transfer
rules using SMT phrases and then construct larger rules by com-
bining contiguous primitive rules.
2The notion of different size rules we refer to is related to
different length phrases in Phrase-based SMT.
3Rules that cover a small part of the source language struc-
ture.
4Rules that cover a large part of the target language struc-
ture.
mation contained in the rules, storing the rules in
the conventional way of enumerating each rule sep-
arately will require large amounts of storage space
and time to load the rules to memory. We address
these problems by providing a packed data structure
that efficiently stores large numbers of linguistically
rich transfer rules, greatly reducing both the required
storage space and load time.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2
we describe dependency-based transfer rules, Sec-
tion 3 describes in detail our packed transfer rule
representation, Section 4 describes an algorithm for
unpacking the transfer rules. Finally, in Section 5
we report an experimental evaluation in which we
extract a large number of transfer rules automati-
cally from a bilingual corpus and compare the space
and time requirements of the packed representation
to that of storing each rule separately. Section 6 de-
scribes our conclusions and future work.
2 Dependency-Based Transfer-Rules
In our research we use LFG f-structures as the in-
termediate representation for transfer. F-structures
are attribute-value structure encodings of bilexical
labelled dependencies. In order to automatically
induce transfer rules from a source and target f-
structure pair, correspondences between pairs of
source and target local f-structures are drawn us-
ing the predicate (PRED) of the local f-structures.
Figure 1(a) shows an example f-structure pair with
correspondences between local f-structures depicted
by lines linking the predicates. F-structures encode
the grammatical relations between the words of a
sentence and this motivates their use as a represen-
tation for transfer-based machine translation. Sen-
tences often contain long distance dependencies be-
tween words. One advantage of using f-structures
for transfer-based machine translation is that two
non-adjacent dependent words in a sentence are ad-
jacent in the f-structure representation. In addition
to these grammatical dependencies, the f-structure
also contains information about the atomic gram-
matical features of words, such as case, number,
person and tense. On the LHS of a transfer rule
the atomic features are useful to guide translation by
choosing a rule that appropriately fits the f-structure
of the source language sentence, and on the RHS of
Figure 3: Example Constraint-based Encoding for Trans-
fer Rule of Figure 2(a)
the rules the atomic features are needed to correctly
inflect the words in the target language sentence dur-
ing generation.
There are many ways to visualize an f-structure.
In Figure 1(a) the f-structure is shown in the conven-
tional LFG format 5. Figure 1(b) shows a simplified
graph-based visualization we use for most of the ex-
amples in this paper. Each local f-structure is rep-
resented by a node in the dependency structure la-
belled by its predicate value, with branches labelled
with the grammatical dependencies between local f-
structures 6.
Riezler and Maxwell (2006) automatically induce
transfer rules composed of a snippet of the original
source language f-structure on the LHS and a snip-
pet of the target language f-structure on the RHS.
Figure 2 shows a subset of the rules that can be in-
duced from the f-structure pair shown in Figure 1. In
a transfer rule, corresponding leaf-level arguments
can be replaced by a variable, Xi, on either side
of the rule to map equivalent arguments in the LHS
structure to the appropriate place in the RHS struc-
ture. For example, the rule in Figure 2(a) maps the
subject of spiegeln to the subject of reflect and the
object of spiegeln to the object of reflect. F-structure
based transfer rules are each stored as two sets of
constraints, encoding the LHS and RHS of the rule,
respectively. For every dependency relation that ex-
ists between two words in the sentence, a constraint
will encode this relation. Figure 3 shows the trans-
fer rule in Figure 2(a) represented in terms of con-
straints 7.
5Without atomic features and values.
6Atomic features and reentrancy are left out of the simpli-
fied representation. Figure 1(a) shows an example of reentrancy
(German local f-structure 1, value of TOPIC). The transfer rules
we induce do contain the atomic grammatical feature and reen-
trancy information.
7With atomic features and values.
Figure 1: Example (a) F-structure Pair, (b) Dependency Relations in Simplified Representation, (c) Constraint Encod-
ing for the parsed Sentences ”Sprachen spiegeln die Vielfalt der Europa¨ischen Union wider.” and ”Languages reflect
the diversity of the European Union.”
Figure 2: Example Transfer Rules: A subset of the transfer rules automatically induced from training f-structure pair
shown in Figure 1.
For automatic rule induction, multiple transfer
rules are extracted from each f-structure pair in the
corpus. When several rules are extracted from a
single f-structure pair, the resulting set of rules of-
ten contains a large amount of duplicated data. The
only existing method of encoding transfer rules, to
the best of our knowledge, involves enumerating the
entire set of LHS and RHS constraints of each rule
separately (Figure 3). This method of encoding re-
sults in a large number of constraints being recorded
repeatedly, once for each transfer rule they end up
in. Figure 2(h) shows the transfer rule that maps the
entire source language set of constraints to the en-
tire target language set of constraints. Every other
rule induced from the f-structure pair will consist of
a subset of these constraints. Recording each sub-
sequent rule separately involves duplicating the con-
straints already recorded in rule 2(h). Since the num-
ber of transfer rules that can be induced from a given
f-structure pair is O(2n), where n is the number of
local f-structures, storing the rules by enumerating
each rule separately is highly inefficient.
3 Packed Representations for
Dependency-Based Transfer Rules
Our method of storing transfer rules involves pack-
ing all the transfer rules induced from the same train-
ing f-structure pair into a single packed transfer rule
data structure. Our packing method can encode
O(2n) transfer rules without duplicating any con-
straints. The packed rule representation uses con-
textualized constraints (Maxwell and Kaplan, 1991),
a well-established method of encoding grammars in
LFG parsing (Kaplan and Bresnan, 1982). Con-
straints are contextualized to improve the efficiency
of processing disjunctive constraints of a grammar
and thus simplify the encoding of grammatical pos-
sibilities, by allowing disjunctive statements as con-
straints. For example, the following constraint for
the German word die is taken from (Maxwell and
Kaplan, 1991):
case( die, nom) ∨ case( die, acc)
In this example, the value of the atomic feature,
case, of the word die can be either nominative or
accusative, depending on a given context.
We adopt this approach but adapt it for our own
purposes of translation as opposed to parsing, and
Figure 4: (a)Packed Transfer Rule with Context Variables
(b) Simplified Representation of Transfer Rule
use contextualized constraints to encode that each
constraint of the original f-structure pair may be in-
cluded or excluded from a transfer rule, depending
on the context. A packed rule contains a single in-
stance of each of the constraints of the original f-
structure pair with each constraint being assigned a
context variable. This enables the encoding of O(2n)
rules in a single O(n) size packed structure. Figure
4(a) shows an example packed rule structure 8 and
Figure 4(b) shows the same rule using the simpli-
fied visualisation. The entire set of source language
f-structure constraints forms the LHS of the packed
rule, and the whole set of constraints of the target
f-structure forms the RHS. Each constraint is given
a context variable, Ai, which is used to determine
whether or not the constraint should be included or
excluded from a particular transfer rule.
3.1 Assigning Context Variables to the
F-structure Constraints
The constraints of each local f-structure on the LHS
of the packed rule is labelled with a context vari-
able (see variables A0-A6 on LHS of the rule in Fig-
8Atomic features and values have been left out of this dia-
gram to save space.
Figure 5: Context Variable instantiations producing a
Transfer Rule: (a) the values each context variable of the
packed rule is instantiated to, (b) the instantiated packed
rule structure (c) the transfer rule produced by the vari-
able instantiations
ure 4). The constraints of the corresponding local
f-structure on the RHS is given the context variable
of its LHS counterpart (see variables A0-A5 on the
RHS of the rule in Figure 4). The constraints of any
remaining unaligned local f-structures on the RHS
are each assigned another distinct variable (see vari-
able A7 in Figure 4). Extracting a particular trans-
fer rule from the packed structure now simply in-
volves assigning the value true to the constraints of
the extracted rule and false to the constraints that
are not part of the rule. Figure 5(a) shows one of the
possible combinations of boolean values for the set
of context variables given to the constraints of the
packed rule shown in Figure 4. Figure 5(b) shows
the packed rule with context variables instantiated
and Figure 5(c) shows the rule that results by taking
the constraints labelled true for this particular com-
bination of boolean values 9.
9Notation: true=1 and false=0.
Figure 6: Parent-Dependent Relation Statement Format
3.2 Contextualizing the Context Variables
The variables are given a context in order to con-
strain the types of rules that can be induced. Al-
though it is possible to encode O(2n) transfer rules
within the packed structure, many of these rules are
actually undesirable, and we therefore give a context
to the variables to eliminate such rules.
Riezler and Maxwell (2006) define a contiguity
constraint for transfer rules, that states that neither
side of a rule may contain any gaps in the structure.
To enforce this constraint we encode the relations
between the context variables in a series of parent-
dependent relation statements. A relation statement
consists of the context variable of a single local f-
structure, which we call the parent f-structure and
specifies two lists, each containing context variables
belonging to the dependent f-structures of the par-
ent f-structure. Dependents of a parent are split into
two disjoint sets, optional dependents and obliga-
tory dependents. The inclusion in a transfer rule
of the constraints labelled by an obligatory depen-
dent context variable is entailed by the inclusion of
the constraints of its parent in the rule. The con-
straints of an optional dependent, on the other hand,
may either be included or omitted from a rule that
includes its parent’s constraints. The distinction be-
tween obligatory and optional dependents is useful
to permit a rule induction algorithm to constrain the
rules so that the inclusion of a given local f-structure
in the rule entails the inclusion of one or more of
its dependents 10. Figure 6 shows the format of the
relation statements and Figure 7 shows the relation
statements that constrain the rules encoded in the
packed structure of Figure 4.
4 Unpacking the Rules
Unpacking a transfer rule involves instantiating the
context variables of the constraints that are part of
the rule to true and the rest of the context variables
in the packed structure to false. Unpacking all of
10However, if such constraints are not required, then it is pos-
sible to make all of the dependents in the rules optional.
Figure 7: Node Relations for Packed Rules of Depen-
dency Structures in Figure 3
Algorithm:
Input: f-structure f and
rule root r
Output: vector v of possible boolean




v = { true }
// B
else if parent(f)==false then
v = { false }
// C
else if obligatory(f) then
v = { true }
// D
else
v = { true , false }
end if
Figure 8: Algorithm for Unpacking Transfer Rules from
the Packed Rule Representation.
the rules from the structure involves assigning all
possible combinations of true and false values to
the context variables with respect to the contiguity
constraint (Riezler and Maxwell, 2006) and relation
statements. The algorithm in Figure 8 is applied to
each constraint variable recursively in a top-down
fashion starting with the context variable of the out-
ermost f-structure. The set of solutions of the algo-
rithm retrieves all unpacked rules from the packed
representation.
5 Experimental Evaluation
In order to evaluate the effects of using the packed
rule representation on the space required to store
transfer rules, we ran an automatic transfer rule in-
duction algorithm on sentences of the Europarl cor-
pus. We restricted the test corpus to German-English
sentences within the length range of 5 to 15 words.
This resulted in 219,666 sentence pairs. We re-
served 2000 of these sentences as a development set.
Each side of the corpus was parsed with a monolin-
gual LFG grammar (Butt et al., 2002; Riezler et al.,
2002). The automatic rule induction algorithm used
a bilingual dictionary (Richter, 2007) and Giza++
word alignments (Och and Ney, 2000) to align lo-
cal f-structures. A packed transfer representation for
each input f-structure pair was induced. All of the
rules were then unpacked and counted. Our rule in-
duction algorithm induced 5,148,874 transfer rules
from the training data f-structure pairs. This resulted
in an average of 23.65 rules being induced from each
aligned f-structure pair 11. The total time taken for
the rule extraction algorithm was approximately 3.5
hours running the algorithm on 8 parallel processors
(28 CPU hours).
In order to determine the effect of the packed rep-
resentation we randomly selected 10 sets of 1000
sentences from the training data and examined the
amount of space required to store the rules induced
from these sentences in the packed representation
and in the conventional way of storing rules, i.e.
enumerating each rule separately. Time and space
requirements were recorded for each of the 10 sets.
The results for each set of rules are shown in Ta-
ble 1, as well as the average of these results and an
All Rules Estimate, i.e. an estimate of results for
rules extracted from the entire training corpus 12.
The average number of rules induced from a set of
1,000 training sentences was 23,955. The packed
representation reduces the average disk space re-
quired to store rules extracted from 1,000 training
sentences from 95.96M to 7.17M , and the estimated
disk space required for rules induced from the entire
training corpus is reduced from 20.4G to 1.52G. The
average amount of time taken to load 23,955 rules to
memory is reduced from 207.4 seconds to 18.1 sec-
onds, and the reduction in load time for the All Rules
Estimate is from 12 hours 32 minutes to 1 hour 6
minutes. The average time to retrieve 23,955 rules
from memory as expected is slightly increased from
1.8 seconds for the enumerated representation to 2.6
seconds for the packed representation, with the All
Rules Estimate increasing from 6 minutes 31 sec-
onds to 9 minutes 24 seconds. The average time to
11We refer to the number of rule tokens as opposed to types
here.
12Resources did not permit unpacking all of the induced
rules, therefore estimates were calculated. The All Rules Es-
timate was calculated by multiplying the average result for a set
of 1,000 sentence pairs by 217.666.
Disk Space Write Time Load Time Unpacking Time
Set No. Rules Enum. Packed Enum. Packed Enum. Packed Enum. Packed
1 24,121 96.37M 7.2M 144s 128s 211s 17s 2s 3s
2 24,486 98.89M 7.16M 145s 127s 215s 19s 2s 3s
3 23,650 93.58M 7.17M 142s 133s 200s 18s 2s 2s
4 23,882 96.83M 7.22M 149s 118s 210s 18s 2s 2s
5 24,146 98.03M 7.15M 148s 128s 212s 17s 2s 3s
6 23,355 91.75M 7.1M 140s 128s 198s 21s 2s 3s
7 23,620 94.55M 7.21M 141s 142s 204s 18s 2s 2s
8 23,687 94.02M 7.11M 137s 124s 201s 17s 1s 3s
9 23,534 94.95M 7.12M 142s 120s 204s 17s 1s 3s
10 25,069 100.66M 7.26M 152s 231s 219s 19s 2s 2s
Average 23,955 95.96M 7.17M 144s 137.9s 207.4s 18.1s 1.8s 2.6s
All
Rules 5,214,189 20.4G 1.52G 8h43m 8h20m 12h32m 1h06m 6m31s 9m24s
Estimate
Table 1: Space and Time Comparison of Enumerated Rules (Enum.) Versus Packed Representation (Packed): Results
shown are for rules induced from 10 randomly selected sets of 1000 training sentence pairs. An average result for a
set of 1000 sentence pairs is also included and an estimate of the space and time requirements for inducing rules from
the All Rules Estimate (M = megabytes, G = gigabytes, h = hours, m = minutes, s = seconds).
record 23,955 rules to disk was decreased from 144
seconds to 137.9 seconds, and from 8 hours 43 min-
utes to 8 hours 20 minutes for All Rules Estimate.
The All Rules Estimate for the total number of rules
is 5,214,189, which is close to the actual no. of in-
duced rules mentioned above.
Our experimental evaluation clearly shows using
the packed representation of transfer rules has two
major advantages. Both the required disk space and
time needed to load the rules to memory are reduced
by more than a factor of 10. This is achieved with
very little trade-off in the time taken by the unpack-
ing algorithm that retrieves the rules from memory,
as the estimate increase in time taken to retrieve
23,955 rules from memory is less than a second, and
the All Rules Estimate shows an increase of less than
three minutes to retrieve over five million rules from
memory.
6 Conclusions
We presented a new method of encoding
dependency-based transfer rules in an effi-
cient packed representation. The method is a
straight-forward approach that uses contextualized
constraints and achieves the ability to encode
O(2n) transfer rules in a O(n) size data structure.
Our experimental evaluation shows an impressive
reduction in the amount of disk space required to
store the transfer rules as well as a great reduction
in the time needed to load a large number of rules to
memory.
This method of packing transfer rules is currently
used at the stage of transfer rule induction. However,
we believe the packing scheme could be used for
packing rules in the transfer chart. This could pro-
vide a means of reducing the memory needed for de-
coding and allow a larger beam size for beam search
decoding, which could result in improved translation
quality. In addition, the method could be applied to
constrain factoring of linguistic features contained
in transfer rules. We plan to carry out this research
in the future.
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